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George Pavey

From: Frank O'Shea 

Sent: 26 November 2020 16:31

To: George Pavey

Cc:  

Subject: [External] Agreed Amendments to GANP

Attachments: Revised Fig.12 as agreed_V04.pdf; Agreed Amendments to Policies AG1 AG2 AG4 AG5 

and LA1 - V04.docx; Revised Fig.21_V05.pdf; Revised Fig.21 with paths_V05.pdf

Dear George,  

This is to confirm the points now agreed between the NPG and the two landowners’ by their respective consultants. 

1. I attach a new agreed Revised Fig 12 which now  includes the broad location of the villages and approximate 

development quantities, historic settings, Local Green Spaces and Community Boundaries. Views have been 

removed for the purpose of readability of the plan and are dealt with elsewhere. 

2. I attach agreed Revised Fig. 21 –the local views, amended and agreed with Savills. This map is provided in two 

versions: one is the revised Fig. 21, the other one is for information only and shows the location of public paths. 

The former  will replace Fig 21 in the NP (and please ignore the version I sent to you on 23
rd

 November which 

was to show the interrelation with public paths/roads as that is now  covered by the latter). 

3. I attach Amended Policy Text as agreed with Places for People and Briggens Estate 1. This covers the agreed 

policy wording related to the Figures and proposes a joint wording for the Strategic Landscape Master Plan and 

boundaries, rather than presenting two alternatives of the latter (one from the NPG and one from the 

landowners as initially requested/suggested by the Examiner). 

I am copying this email to Phil Murphy of Quod and Jane Barnett of Savills so that they can confirm their client’s 

agreement if you wish them to. 

 

We hope that the above  will address the Examiner’s Main Concern 1 but it would be helpful if he could confirm that is 

so,  before we start serious work on Main Concern 2 by way of re-editing the Plan wording to address his  Main Concern 

2. I think this would be the logical step in the sequence of work but please tell me if he thinks otherwise.  

Best wishes,  

 

Frank O’Shea 

 

 




